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Electric vehicles charge ahead - the
opportunities for parking
Change is coming and the future that we didn't
expect ten years ago is now. The cost of
manufacturing electric vehicles is anticipated to
fall dramatically, and much faster than most
people realise. There is barely a carmaker out
there that doesn't have plans to produce an
electric car in the near future. But how do
parking operators take advantage of this, if at
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all? Read more...

Cyber security panel to look at data
protection
Malware attacks are increasing in volume, in
fact about 99% of our computers are vulnerable
to cyber attacks of some type. So how do we
gain knowledge and understanding of potential
threats and challenges, and the concepts and
practices applied in cyber security? Join our
panel of experts for a two way session in
Melbourne this month with case studies and a
Q&A session. Find out more...

Cutting-edge technology to block
parking freeloaders
INDUSTRY
VACANCIES

Parking & Traffic Consultants
seeks a Management/
Project Consultant
Find out more...
ADVAM recruiting roles in
support, project delivery,
software development and
general operations for its
Adelaide Office

LA transport giant, Metro, is linking its new
parking operation to its transit TAP card to
keep parking spaces for commuters using the
network, rather than non-transit users taking
parking resources to avoid paying up to $5 an
hour for parking elsewhere. Metro is using
cutting-edge technology to reclaim its Park &
Ride parking spaces for transit riders. Read
more...

Future trends in car park occupancy
and parking data and analytics
In a newly released podcast from the PACE
2016 series, Cristina Lynn discusses trends in
demand for parking across different industry
sectors and evaluates potential for repurposing
parking structures and facilities to other uses.
Plus, a parking panel with members from the
City of Brisbane, ADVAM and Bistech talk
about the opportunities for using and analysing
data to better predict what your customers are
purchasing. Log into the podcast page to start listening...

Find out more...
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Brisbane's the Myer Centre car park
goes digital
Podcasts:
Future trends in car park
occupancy
Data, analytics & integration
Scan your membership
card QR code to access the
latest member resources or
click here

EXPRESS
PARKING NEWS

In partnership with CV Media & Design, the
Myer Centre Car Park in Brisbane is the latest
location to step in the digital direction. Owned
and managed by Vicinity Centres, one of
Australia's leading retail property groups,
employing digital parking technology was a
natural progression for the innovative
company..Read more...

Coles selects Smart Parking to transform
parking at new supermarkets
Australian brand, Coles Supermarkets has
chosen to work with Smart Parking to make
parking easier and more convenient for its
customers at four new supermarkets nationally.
Smart Parking has installed its innovative
guidance technology to help direct drivers to
available car parking spaces quickly and
easily...Read more....

The future of vehicle safety lies with
autonomous features
EasyMile's EZ10's launched
in Estonia
Every car counts: What
Australia can learn from our
car-centric counterparts in
the US
Hub Parking technology
partners with BIGSYSTEMS
in Portugal
Electric cars win? Britain to
ban new petrol and diesel
cars from 2040
Government vows to reduce
parking costs at Queensland
hospitals

#PARKINGTRENDS

The need to build consumer, industry and
regulatory confidence in autonomous vehicle
technologies was the key message from
Australasia's leading vehicle safety advocate,
ANCAP, at the House of Representatives
Public Hearing into the social impacts of
driverless vehicles. ANCAP Chief Executive
Officer, Mr James Goodwin, gave evidence at
the Hearing held at Parliament House... Read
more...

Funding grants for women's leadership
development
Women & Leadership Australia (WLA) is
administering a national initiative to support
the development of female leaders across
Australia. The initiative is providing women
with grants to enable participation in a range
of leadership development programs. The
leadership development programs are parttime and delivered nationally via WLA's
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blended learning model. Read more...
Help us to uncover the latest
trends in parking by sharing
your parking interests or hot
topics in parking - join our
LinkedIn group
#parkingtrends2017 to start
contributing ideas.
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New appointments announced at
Cornerstone Parking
Cornerstone Parking has recently announced
two promotions and two new appointments for
their business. Wylliam Young, formerly
Development Manager, has been promoted to
General Manager. Wylliam has been
instrumental in the growth of the business in
the last four years and this promotion reflects
his sterling endeavours and career
progression.
Read more....

Avinor selects ADVAM to improve the
parking experience for its customers
ADVAM and Avinor are pleased to announce
the agreement to roll-out the latest ADVAM
AltitudeReservation platform across seven of
Avinor's principal airports. As a country,
Norway has the most airline trips per capita in
Europe. As a wholly-owned state limited
company, Avinor is responsible for 45 stateowned airports, managing 50 million
passengers per year...Read more...
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P.O. Box 47
Douglas Park NSW 2569
Tel: 1300 787 233
Email: paa@parking.asn.au
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